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Awesome book, but there may be an alternative solution to laxatives.. I didn't go through it for ages,
figuring "He's a boy, he's late to train. It helps build strong bones and teeth and is supposed to help us
make use of our calcium better. I only found this publication because I was getting tired of the bed
wetting issue. This reserve has answers when it comes to the cause of bed wetting. Basic is indeed genius.
I will try to remember update once again in a couple of months, once I possess a better idea of our
progress. For a few cases that could even seem to be extreme, enemas and various other laxatives might
not also be needed. Magnesium supplementation could be enough to fix the situation entirely in a as little
as a week. Read up on both sides of the argument and make your personal decision and stand by it. and
the underlying problem gets worse and and worse. The book mentions switching to soy milk instead of
the constipation-inducing cow's milk. Intolerance is stated as a chance of cow's milk generating bowel
complications. While soy can help with constipation complications, it includes its own group of problems
that I'd personally consider to be even worse than constipation. Obtain educated on both sides of the
argument and make a decision. I think that a majority believes soy to become a healthy food, therefore
here's a publication with an opposing viewpoint:  I this book was very useful in helping to understand my
daughters problem. and (B) could become a much bigger issue if still left untreated for too much time.it
all is practical. It's a quite frightening point for all parties included, but it's no party. You must do your
very own study on soy before you make an effort to accept soy into your diet at all. As a . I was amazed
when it "worked". The sad part of the part of the story is that since then my boy offers been terrified of
using the bathroom. Who can blame him from then on awful knowledge?. I remembered reading in a
number of different places (some that I would consider "credible" and others that I generally wouldn't.
Having been recently forced to conquer a year-long disease by studying and attempting things out on my
very own, I was a great deal more prepared to find an answer this time around. One xray afterwards and
we had our diagnosis. (TLDR = TOO MUCH TIME, Didn't Read)1. We had been changing linens for two
kids every day for what seemed like an eternity. I'm uncertain why this publisher continues to be selling
this book as it is full of previous, outdated, and unhelpful information. This reserve showed me the easy
cause. My wife is definitely a nurse, and she understood about all of the available laxative and clean out
options and i want to know the worries with all of them. We both wanted an easier solution. This
information, and the solutions provided, should be at every pediatrician's fingertips. A friend of mine was
having some gall bladder issues recently, so I started scouring for useful information. Most doctors had
basically given up hope for fixing gall bladder complications. There have been treatments available, but in
the end the doctor planned on needing to take away the gall bladder in any case. He didn't grow out of it
after all.) that almost none folks eats enough magnesium-rich food, especially in comparison to our
ancestors of thousands of years back. (I also noticed that Dr. I desire more urologists and nurse
practitioners would go through this, it could help more folks.) Increased magnesium consumption was
recommended as a treatment for gall bladder complications.The month before I started reading this book,
I started having my very own problems with an agonizing gall bladder.It could be true that most kids do
eventually grow out of bedwetting. Some kids bed wet for years. It worked that method for me, too, and
as an extra bonus, it helped relieve my gall bladder issue. I'd say the issue is set. Hodges and our pediatric
GI, we switched to the enema routine -- which is definitely what Dr. Wonderful! Four days later on, the
youngsters each had four or five sessions in the toilet. I see nothing wrong with that. It seemed to do
nothing for several days.So now there I was a couple months back enjoying my magnesium health
supplement as something special from heaven and I read this reserve. The very next day, my boy was
using the bathroom by himself without anybody even mentioning it. He'd simply disappear and I'd search
for him and find him performing his business. Remember, this is actually the kid who was pushing out his
rectum and frustratingly wetting the bed and filling diapers just a week earlier.The Whole Soy Tale: The
Dark Part of America's Favorite Health Food  It explains the nearly nightly bedwetting, the regular mild



abdomen aches, and so on. My six-year-old has already established the same improvements with no
longer wetting the bed.The research in this book has really helped us fix some major frustrations in the
family.. Dr.Magnesium could kind of be viewed to be a laxative, I suppose. Another parent put us onto
this reserve.Before reading this book, it under no circumstances would have occurred if you ask me that
my daughter had issues with constipation, because she pooped regularly without obvious strain or
discomfort. The various other great benefit is normally that, unlike MiraLAX which doesn't enter the
bloodstream according to the doctor, it's a great point for the magnesium to become absorbed into the
bloodstream. Here is a three bullet-point version for the TLDR crew. I made a decision to share my
magnesium beverage in smaller amounts with my kids.. Individual Variation is often present, so this may
not be the answer for everybody.As for what I mention about soy, above. Three doctors didn't have an
answer, therefore we went the man that everybody says may be the best doctor within hours of our
region. Hodges suggested using the enema regimen, or -- if that was not possible -- doing monthly
Miralax cleanouts plus smaller sized daily dosages of Miralax. I don't even know where to begin. Since
that day time five weeks hence, he hasn't wet the bed once. [NOTE: Please start to see the feedback
below, for the long-overdue update. I certainly recommend reading both sides of the argument before you
begin drinking soy milk each day and make your self sick a decade (or however long) later on. I also
really, really wish that more pediatricians were acquainted with this publication, or at least with the study
underlying it. Hodges recommending that folks drink soy milk each day in this book.. He only mentions
that drinking soy milk rather than cow milk appears to help some individuals and he provides a couple of
simple quality recipes for smoothies with soy milk or non-fat dairy milk. Personally, I'm in the "soy sucks"
crowd.. "Most magnesium products are junk" may be too strong, but ones like Natural Calm found on
Amazon are very effective and (most) children can at least learn to enjoy them. The tummy aches, what
had been multiple in weekly, has subsided to at least one 1 in thirty days. If only we could have a
worldwide motion toward acceptance as strong and consistent as this book can help other kinds of
movement. :) Superb book; all parents (and all pediatricians) should browse it [Updated/Revised 3-26-14]:
Until recently, first-grade daughter had by no means been dry at night. For years we were told not to
worry about it, and that kids eventually grow out of it. But she had reached an age where it was upsetting
to her, and lately she had to carefully turn down her first sleepover invitation because she was
embarrassed about wearing nighttime pullups. After learning the security of magnesium health
supplements and fillers found in a lot of them, I ordered some Organic Calm magnesium supplement the
following on Amazon. I don't even know where to start.What i've learned from this reserve has saved us a
great deal of frustration and rid us of bed wetting.P." Months and years go by; the kid feels embarrassed
regardless of the parent's best attempts to reassure her;3. If there's a practical, step-by-step alternative to
the issue -- and if that remedy could spare your son or daughter years of discomfort -- after that every
parent and pediatrician should become aware of it. It can help regulate drinking water and promotes
peristalsis to maintain things shifting normally.O. Nor provides he been scared to use the bathroom at all.
We talked to our pediatrician about the reserve, and she offered us the go-ahead to try the Miralax
cleanout defined in the publication.The following is an instant chronology of our experience up to
now:October: We did the Miralax cleanout. (Remember that Dr. After scanning this book it had been a
comprehensive revelation and an embarrassment, at myself, for missing all the signs rather than catching
on that all my child's symptoms had been constipated related. But, initially, my daughter was incredibly
resistant to the idea of an enema, therefore we chosen the Miralax cleanout rather.) Although I was ready
for this to be an unpleasant and messy weekend, it had been actually quite easy. We explained everything
to my child and told her that we would have a family weekend at home, with lots of games and films. She
finished the Gatorade/Miralax blend early Saturday afternoon, and the cleanout was finished by Sunday
evening. After the cleanout, she was dried out every night for 3 weeks -- something that had under no



circumstances happened before..After a few weeks, the bedwetting began again. We learned, through Dr.
After we began the M. The goal was to avoid her colon from obtaining supported again, and therefore to
allow the colon to shrink back to its normal size. The "soy fight" is quite an emotional / political / almost
religiously tenacious one, however the scientific studies against soy are many. Dr. Mybson was having
problems with bedwetting even up to age group 6. We didn't perform miralax because I've go through
some recent articles about how exactly the PEG can breakdown in kids and cause emotional and
neurological problems. Nevertheless, a an x-ray confirmed lately that the "big ball of poop" remains.
Mybson was having problems with bedwetting even up to age group . After fighting my daughters (now
known to be) constipation, numerous incidents, urgent rush to the toilet. (at least for the present time) As
an added bonus of the magnesium, there is no even more constipation in my existence. Hodges describes
as the most efficient option. It did take some effort to convince my girl to try this, but she was fine with it
following the first time.P.2.is only one reserve of many that shows mounting evidence against soy.]In a
means, it's hard to trust that the answer to these years of bedwetting, and the worry and embarrassment
that my daughter had been feeling, was this simple. The premise of this book is so sound -- rooted both in
common sense and methodical scientific study -- and the advice is indeed universal that I think every
parent should read it. I really must inform you that I don't recall Dr. The issues addressed in this
publication are really common and trigger so much stress, soreness, and embarrassment to so many
children. Left unaddressed, these problems can become much more hard to take care of. And yet the
solution, in many cases, is so simple.I previously could have thought this next component was unrelated,
but stay with me and I'll provide this full circle. Out dated. The Author has a more up-to-date book. The
author has written "The M." How incorrect I was. She's been dry every evening so far, and most of us feel
very optimistic. Reserve" and doesn't even recommend super clean outs any more. After reading the first
couple chapters of the book I was able to link up the upsurge in bed wetting with the rectum popping out
once again. Please don't purchase. Easy read Valuable information Perfect! Great book, I highly
recommend every parent to read. But this publication makes a compelling argument that, generally, there
can be an underlying trigger that (A) can be easily addressed (hence leading to a complete quality of the
issue); He said our boy would grow out of experiencing the problem and he prescribed a spoonful of cod
liver oil each day to help lube points up a bit. Focus on the "each day" He doesn't give a frequency.You
have to finish every health knowledge or health claim targeted at helping others with one important
caveat.  As a mother I've discovered that you find issues and situations you never imagined will be aside
of parenthood.March: On the guidance of Dr.... Look at the size of this poo he just did, he's not really
constipated. Potty Training is such a "get it done as quickly as possible" matter, that the affects of rushing
and missing indicators of constipation, can quickly escalate into a nightmare. I'd love to see more people's
outcomes using Magnesium instead of various other laxatives. Hodges medical explanation, background
of Dr. O'Regan's discovery and analysis, Dr. Hodges modification... Constipation has always been a
problem of our since our now four-year-old son started pressing out his rectum when he was 2 yrs old.
Hodges recommends carrying out the enema regimen if at all possible, as he believes this to be the very
best treatment for most children. Hodges and a pediatric GI, that her colon was filling up again since it
had dropped its tone from years of being packed full (uncertain how to state this in a much less gross
way). But I now recognize that she had the vast majority of the signs of a different sort of constipation --
what might be referred to as "a big ball of poop" blocking her lower intestines and putting pressure on
her bladder. If that's the case, then we do a disservice to our children by simply "looking forward to them
to grow out of it. process, in a few days the accidents decreased significantly. I'm of the opinion that it
would be best if we could stand by our views and decisions without hating others for discovering
opposing views. Informative I found this book extremely informative on a topic no one wants to talk
about yet could be beneficial to most parents of small kids. It will get better. Some kids bed wet for a long



time Without doubt the reason and advice in this reserve saved my child's dignity and sanity. We had
visited doctors, and paediatric gastrointestinal professionals, and incontinence occupational therapists to
help us with our four year old's poo mishaps, wee mishaps and bedwetting. We were not given helpful
explanations or suggestions. In the bowel, its use is very similar to the method that MiraLAX is defined in
the book.. It will progress. You can go browse the many reviews that are positive of the merchandise. He
poos every day, he can't be constipated.we've answers and know very well what to look for.O. The
moment I read this book, I realised the problem was very likely due to faecal loading of the bowel,
megacolon and megarectum (or simply being stuffed filled with poo), as explained in this reserve as my
son's symptoms suit precisely. I knew there had to be a simple cause with a simple solution, but didn't
know where to find it. After YEARS. I followed the MOP protocol outlined in this reserve, and although it
took a lot longer than 30 times to attain continence, through careful record keeping I possibly could see
progress, also at thirty days. We are actually essentially accident free, and dry during the night, just in
time for school starting. I this book was very helpful in helping to comprehend . I didn't utilize the same
fix as is recommended in the book, nonetheless it is working great for us.Finally, do not join the crowd of
individuals who hate others because of their difference in opinion.THE COMPLETE Soy Story: The Dark
Part of America's Favorite Health FoodNow for the very long version. Hodges makes a reference to
dietary differences from thousands of years ago in chapter two. So, although it did appear that the regular
monthly Miralax cleanouts had been clearing out a few of the back-up (producing a few weeks of dryness
each time), I thought they might not be adequate to clear the issue completely.Fast forward two years and
we come across out that it still didn't repair the problem. Our girl was ecstatic.November - January: We
did the regular monthly Miralax cleanouts for a little while. He is mostly dry today by concentrating on
keeping him regular. After every cleanout, she'd be completely dry for some weeks. We do the enema
and fiber route.
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